Trusted advisors to high net worth clients

High net worth clients expect nothing but the highest standard of legal advice and guidance, with a client-focused mindset and a personal touch.

Trues in Divorce Virtual Conference
09 Jul 2020
Location: 12.00pm - 6.00pm Virtual Event
Non-Member: £85 + VAT - Due by 08 Jul

Highlights

What is the shape of trusts and divorce in the emerging new world? Benefit from a unique 15-hour program set over 2 days disciplinary spans from thought leaders and featuring leading practitioners, peer debate, discussion and debate.

- What’s new or paradigm-shifting in divorce
- New tax landscape for divorcing couples
- Impact on businesses and beneficiaries
- A more consensual approach: the new workshop model
- Impact on differing jurisdictions

Speakers

Claire Parker
Partner
Peters

Carolyn Watters
Partner
Möller (Switzerland)

Thad Walker
Partner
Gibbs

Sara Kim
Head of Family Office
Highgrove (Australia)

Sophie Neild
Partner
Murphy

Agenda

10.00am - 10.10am
Adviser’s Role

10.10am - 10.30am
Chair’s Opening Remarks - Trusts & Divorce in the Emerging New World

Claire Parker - Partner
Peters

10.30am
What’s New or Paradigm-shifting in Divorce

- What’s new
- Changing asset values: can anything be valued now?
- The impact on liquidity: cash is the new asset
- (Re)setting with commonly shared and unshared entitlements
- Couples unable to sell or rebrand
- Donor and marriage ideals: will they change and impact between?
- Other beneficiary concerns

Speakers

Claire Parker - Partner
Peters

12.00pm
The New Tax Landscape for Divorcing Couples

- Sales of transactions of the main residence home - PHT and GST
- Forfeiture of other assets - dealing with closure and funding gaps if any
- Possibility of transferring assets or a bar - an ever-thing for GST purposes?
- Take-up issues - where are the markets gangs when it’s come components?
- Tax considerations for clients
- Incentives for future tax - difficulties in quantifying future tax risks which could apply

Speakers

Claire Parker - Partner
Peters

1.00pm
The Impact of Divorce on Trusts and Beneficiaries

- Trusts viewed as the equity base resources
- Form of dissolution and changes: does the entity act of reconstituting perception of change by the Family Court?
- Work of other deciding interests of beneficiaries directly or indirectly through resource agreements
- Trustees can take major views - ultimate approach to correspondence, willed trust, testamentary and testamentary
- Knowledge of clients: does that give evidence by offshore trust

Speakers

Claire Parker - Partner
Peters

1.45pm
Directing the Future Post Divorce - A More Consensual Approach

- The new landscape - the client needs
- The client update and value levels
- The mediation coalition - a new model to reduce stress and provide settlement
- Trustee participation in loan-cash sales

Speakers

Claire Parker - Partner
Peters

2.30pm - 2.45pm
Questions

2.45pm
Panel Session: How is the Pandemic Affecting Trusts and Divorce in your Jurisdiction?

Speakers

Claire Parker - Partner
Peters

2.45pm
Close of Event